Fellowships, Scholarships, and Awards
for Graduate School

Created by the Office of Graduate Fellowships and Awards at Florida State University

Getting Started
Things to consider…
◊ Identify funding opportunities based on “Fit”
(Discipline, Demographics, Travel, etc.)

◊ Organize funding search results
◊ Dedicate time and attention to prepare and/or
request application components
◊ Commit to the Writing and Revision Process
(Draft, Review, Revise, Repeat, Repeat, Repeat, Repeat)

◊ DEADLINES - Know the application cycle for
each award
◊ NOTE: Awards are typically disbursed about
6-12 months after the application submission
window closes. This means that you are applying a year
in advance for most awards.
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Application Components
Fellowship and award applications have a lot of moving
parts. To develop a strong and compelling fellowship
application, determine:
1. Is the funding opportunity a good fit for you, your 			
rese arch, ambitions, study and/or personal interests?
		
2. Are you a good fit for the funding opportunity?
3. KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE - Who are the reviewers?
What are they looking for (mission of the funding
opportunity, criteria for review)?
4. Typical application components
◊ Personal Statement
◊ Research Proposal
◊ Curriculum Vitae (CV) or Resume
◊ Letters of Recommendation
◊ Timeline and Budget Justification
*Not all components listed are applicable for every
application*
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Naval Research Enterprise Internship Program
Summer internships for students to participate in research at a Department of Navy laboratory.

Travel
SEPTEMBER
Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation USArtists International Grants
Additional deadlines in December, April
Funding for American artists to perform at cultural festivals/art marketplaces around the globe.
Christine Mirzayan Science & Technology Policy Graduate Fellowship
Spend 12 weeks in winter/spring at the National Academies in Washington, DC, learning about
science and technology policy and the role that scientists and engineers play in advising the
nation. Applicants become part of a National Academies committee, board, or unit where they
are assigned to a mentor and learn about the world of science and technology policy.
German Chancellor Fellowship for Prospective Leaders - Additional deadline in September
Conduct independent projects at a host institution in Germany for one year, network with other
prospective leaders from abroad and explore new solutions to the global issues of our times
OCTOBER
Harry S. Truman Library Research Grant - Additional deadline in April
Research Grants of up to $2,500 are awarded twice annually to offset the cost of conducting
research at the Harry S. Truman Library and Museum.
Fulbright Study/Research Grants and English Teaching Assistantships
The Fulbright Program is sponsored by the U.S. Department of State and is the largest U.S.
international exchange program offering opportunities for students to undertake graduate study
and advanced research worldwide or to teach English abroad.
Smithsonian Institution—STRI Short-Term Fellowship Program
Additional deadlines in February, April, July
Provides support for graduate students and introduces them to tropical research. These
fellowships enable selected candidates to work in and explore research possibilities at STRI.
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NOVEMBER
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection - various awards (see website)
Wolf Trap Internships - Additional deadlines in February, July
Spring, Summer, and Fall internships available to foster the next generation of arts leaders. 12week program with flexible start and end dates in Washington, DC.
German Studies Research Grant - Additional deadline in May
Specialized DAAD program offers German Studies Research Grants to highly-qualified
undergraduate and graduate students who are nominated by their department/program chairs.
The grant may be used for short-term research (one to two months) in Germany.
The Wenner-Gren Foundation Dissertation Fieldwork Grants - Additional deadline in May
Awarded to aid doctoral or thesis research. The program contributes to the Foundation’s overall
mission to support basic research in anthropology and to ensure that the discipline continues to
provide significant work that furthers our understanding of humanity’s cultural and biological
origins, development, and variation.
DAAD Long Term Research Grants
Long-term research grants are awarded to highly qualified candidates who desire to conduct
long-term research (7-10 months) or join a German doctoral program.
Program in China Studies Predissertation-Summer Travel Grants
Predissertation—summer travel grants, postdoctoral fellowships as well as collaborative readingworkshop grants available.
Leifur Eiríksson Foundation Scholarship Program
For graduate research or study at universities in Iceland. Up to $25,000 in project costs, including
travel to and from the research or study site will be paid on the scholar’s behalf.
Critical Language Scholarship Program
Part of a U.S. government effort to expand dramatically the number of Americans studying and
mastering critical foreign languages. Languages Supported: Azerbaijani, Bangla/Bengali, Hindi,
Indonesian, Korean, Punjabi, Swahili, Turkish, Urdu, Arabic, Persian, Chinese, Japanese, and
Russian.
National Museum of the American Indian Internship Program
Additional deadlines in February, July
Internships are provided for students interested in the museum profession and related fields.
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Travel (Continued)
DOE Office of Science Graduate Student Research (SCGSR) Program
Prepares graduate students for science, technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM) careers
critically important to the DOE Office of Science mission, by providing graduate thesis research
opportunities at DOE laboratories.
Kress History of Art: Institutional Fellowship
Advanced training in European art history requires direct exposure to the object of study,
prolonged access to key information resources such as libraries and photographic archives, the
development of professional relationships with colleagues abroad, and sustained immersion in
European cultures.
DECEMBER
John Carter Brown Library Research Fellowships
Supports research at the John Carter Brown Library on the colonial Americas (North and South),
including all aspects of the European, African, and Native American involvement.
Neotropical Grassland Conservancy (NGC) Student Grant Program
Additional deadlines in April, August
The foundation’s mission is promoting the conservation of savannas, gallery forests, wetlands,
and associated ecosystems in Central and South America. The Student Grant Program (SGP)
supports graduate student research projects often hindered by lack of funds for basic needs
such as transportation, lodging, meals and consumable field supplies. Open to Latin American
students enrolled in a M.S. or Ph.D. program in a US or South American university.
Department of Homeland Security HS-STEM Summer Internship Program
10-week summer internship in a broad spectrum of research areas for students majoring in
homeland security disciplines related to science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
Provides students with quality research experiences at federal research facilities across the
country.

KRESS Fellowships for Language Study
Fellowships for art history and art conservation graduate students to attend the Middlebury
Summer Language Schools in French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, or Spanish.
JANUARY
RAND Graduate Student Summer Associate Program
Program designed to introduce students to RAND, an institution that conducts research on a
wide range of national security problems and domestic and international social policy issues.
Designed for full-time students who have completed at least two years of graduate work leading
to a doctorate or professional degree (e.g., law, medicine, engineering).
Kobe College Corporation/Japan Education Exchange - Graduate Fellowship Program
The KCC Japan Education Exchange Graduate Fellowships Program was established in 1996 to
support qualified graduate students for research or study in Japan. The purpose of the fellowship
is to support future American educators who will teach more effectively about Japan.
Humanity in Action - Summer Graduate Fellowship Program in Diplomacy and Diversity
Fellows travel to Amsterdam, Atlanta, Berlin, Copenhagen, Detroit, Sarajevo, or Warsaw to study
how American and European governments and societies are responding to a wide range of
international issues.
Andrew W. Mellon Mediterranean Regional Research Fellowship
Focused regional fellowship program enabling pre- and early postdoctoral scholars
to carry out research in the humanities and related social sciences in countries bordering
the Mediterranean and served by American overseas research centers. These fellowships
foster international scholarship, education and cultural dialogue.
The Multi-Country Research Fellowship
Supports advanced regional or trans-regional research in the humanities, social sciences,
or allied natural sciences for U.S. doctoral candidates and scholars who have already earned
their Ph.D. Preference will be given to candidates examining comparative and/or cross
regional research.
Chateaubriand Fellowship
The Chateaubriand Fellowship is a grant offered by the Embassy of France in the United States.
Every year, it allows doctoral students enrolled in American universities to conduct research in
France for 4 to 9 months. Fellowships are available in STEM and Humanities & Social Sciences
fields.

Carnegie Saharan Crossroads Fellowship Program
Saharan Crossroads seeks to counter the conceptual divide separating North and sub- Saharan
Africa and the tendency to view the Sahara Desert as an impenetrable barrier dividing the
continent into the northern “white” and sub-Saharan “black” Africa.

Boren Fellowship
Boren Fellowships, an initiative of the National Security Education Program, provide unique
funding opportunities for U.S. graduate students to study less commonly taught languages in
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Women Techmakers Scholars Program
Awards for female graduate students in computer science, computer engineering, or closely
related technical field. Includes support for the academic year and participation in the Annual
Google Scholars’ Retreat.
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Travel (Continued)
world regions critical to U.S. interests, and underrepresented in study abroad, including Africa,
Asia, Central and Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East. The countries of
Western Europe, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand are excluded.
Catherine H. Beattie Fellowship in Conservation Horticulture
Annual research grant for graduate students in biology, horticulture, or a related field to study at
a botanical garden.

MARCH
Sigma Delta Pi Graduate Research Grant
Research grants for active members of Sigma Delta Pi to travel to Spain and Spanish America for
research related to Hispanic Studies.
American Philosophical Society, Library Resident Research Fellowships
Short-term residential fellowships for conducting research in the American Philosophical Society
Library in Philadelphia, PA.
Arena Stage Allen Lee Hughes Fellowship and Internship Program
Program is designed to cultivate the next generation of theater professionals by providing the
highest standard of training through immersion in the art and business of producing theater.

FEBRUARY
St. Gallen Symposium
Essay competition to participate in the St. Gallen Symposium. The top 100 qualify as Leaders of
Tomorrow and are invited to participate in the world’s premier opportunity for intergenerational
debates.

Universität Kassel International Summer University Scholarships
Scholarships available for Summer University at Kassel in earthquake engineering and NANO
science.

Center for Jewish History Graduate Research Fellowship
Residential ten-month fellowships for doctoral candidates to support original research using
the collections of the Center’s partners: American Jewish Historical Society, American Sephardi
Federation, Leo Baeck Institute, Yeshiva University Museum, and YIVO, Institute for Jewish
Research. Preference is given to those candidates who draw on the library and archival resources
of more than one partner institution.

Center for Jewish History Seminar on Archival and Historical Research
The seminar’s focus is on learning a variety of tools for accessing information and incorporating
archival and library research into specific projects. In addition, participants will be introduced
to the vast holdings of the Center’s partner organizations, and the ways those collections are
created, stored, and preserved. Open to master’s students and PhD candidates in their first two
years of matriculation.

Mathematica Center for Studying Disability Policy Summer Fellowship in Disability
Policy Research
Opportunity for students in master’s programs or early in doctoral programs (pre-dissertation
phase) to spend the summer at Mathematica’s Washington, DC office to learn more about
conducting an independent research project related to disability policy.

APRIL
Associaion of Centers for the Study of Congress Richard A. Baker Graduate Student
Travel Grant
Support for graduate-level research conducted at member repositories of the ACSC. Primary
consideration given to projects involving the substantive study of issues related to the study of
Congress.

Confucius China Studies Program Joint Research PhD Fellowship
For qualified students who wish to pursue doctoral research in China. Funding awards range
from six months to two years. Students from a wide range of academic areas focusing on China
are encouraged to apply.
Interior Design Educators Council South Region Graduate Student Travel scholarship
Travel reimbursement for students from the south region to attend the IDEC National
Conference.
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The Mariam K. Chamberlain Fellowship in Women and Public Policy
$27,000, nine-month fellowships assist in the professional development of students and
graduates interested in economic and educational support for women.

American Musicological Society - various awards (see website)
MAY
Association of Centers for the Study of Congress CPR Pre-Conference Scholarship
Financial assistance to attend the CPR pre-conference meeting at the Society of American
Archivists Annual Meeting.
Society for Male Reproduction and Urology Traveling Scholars Award Program
The objective of this award is to provide an opportunity for trainees to learn more about the
field of male infertility by attending educational activities at the annual meeting of the American
Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM).
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Travel (Continued)
Society for the History of Technology Travel Grant
Designed to defray some costs associated with attending the SHOT conference the grant is open
to individuals giving a paper at the annual meeting. The reviewing committee prioritizes scholars
whose presentations address women, gender, race, ethnicity, and/or difference in the history of
technology.
The Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History Fellowship
Fellows may conduct research within the archival holdings of any institution located in the five
boroughs of New York City.
Luso-American Development Foundation (FLAD) Grant
Short-term research grants to provide researchers with a fruitful stay in Portugal, supplying
them with the required means to develop their work, and providing for their travelling and
accommodation expenses.
Golden Key International Honor Society - - various awards (see website

Steinberg Fund for Emerging Jewish Filmmakers
Funding to further existing projects, or to start new projects whose subject matter is in line with
the collections housed at the Center for Jewish History. The goal of this fellowship is to provide
small stipends to emerging filmmakers working on topics related to modern Jewish history, and is
not limited to film students.
Albert M. Greenfield Foundation Dissertation Fellowship
Supports dissertation research in residence at the Library Company on any subject relevant to its
collections.
International Ocean Discovery Program Expedition
The International Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) is an international research collaboration
that coordinates seagoing expeditions to study the history of the Earth recorded in sediments
and rocks beneath the ocean floor. The JOIDES Resolution Science Operator (JRSO) operates
the scientific drillship JOIDES Resolution on behalf of the National Science Foundation.
U.S. Department of Energy Carlsbad Field Office Fellowship Program
The Department of Energy (DOE) CBFO Program provides the opportunity to conduct
mission-oriented research in DOE’s CBFO in Carlsbad, New Mexico, or at other sites
throughout the DOE complex.

JUNE
DAAD Short Term Research Grants
ABD doctoral level students who have a well-defined research project that makes a stay in
Germany essential. Preference will be given to applicants who have been invited by a faculty
member at a German university to study or do research in a particular university or department.
Caucus for Women in Statistics Travel Award
The Caucus for Women in Statistics (CWS) travel awards partially support attending a
professional meeting, such as the Joint Statistical Meeting (JSM).  
JULY
AIIS Junior Research Fellowships
Specifically designed to enable doctoral candidates to pursue their dissertation research in India.
Institute for Humane Studies Conference and Research Grant
Apply at least four weeks before activity for which you are seeking funding.
Grants awarded to graduate students advancing the principles of freedom through their
career. Eligible activities include, but are not limited to, presenting at academic or professional
conferences, traveling to academic job interviews on a campus or at a conference, traveling to
archives or libraries for research, and participating in career-development seminars.  
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SHRM Foundation Graduate Student Scholarship
Scholarships graduate students in programs with an emphasis area in HR or an HR-related
program (such as business, psychology or labor relations).

Master’s

Justin G. Schiller Prize for Bibliographical Work on Pre-20th Century Children’s Books
Encourages scholarship in the bibliography of historical children’s books. Works put into
nomination, which must be in English, may concentrate on any children’s book printed before
the year 1901 in any country.
American Nephrology Nurses Association Education Scholarships and Grants
Support for members in their pursuit of higher education as well as grants for clinical research
projects and patient or staff education programs.

SEPTEMBER
Pediatric Endocrinology Nursing Society Academic Education Scholarship - April
Implemented as a means of helping PENS to meet its goal of advancing the art and science of
pediatric endocrine nursing. PENS is committed to increasing the knowledge base and enhancing
the professional development of nurses in the field of pediatric endocrinology.
Craft Research Fund Graduate Research Grant
Grants to support research for a master’s thesis related to U.S. studio craft.
AHIMA Foundation
Merit Scholarships
$2,000 award for students pursing a Master’s degree in areas related to Health Information
Management (HIM) or Health Informatics Technology (HIT). One of the initiatives
AHIMA is to attract and support new talent in the HIM industry by improving
educational opportunities for current and future HIM professionals through scholarships.
Veterans Scholarships
Scholarships for veterans and their spouses in Health Informatics and Information
Management programs.
OCTOBER
American Water Works Association Academic Achievement Award
Recognizes contributions to the field of public water supply. All master’s theses and doctoral
dissertations relevant to the water supply industry.
Archives of American Art Fellowships and Internships
Additional deadlines in February and June
Multiple internships of at least 10 weeks for students interested in archival science, information
management, museum studies, art, administration, art history, and cultural studies.
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Michael J. Hogan Foreign Language Fellowship
Fellowship to promote research in foreign language resources by graduate students researching
some aspect of U.S. foreign relations history.
Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty Calihan Academic Fellowship
Scholarships and grants for graduate students currently studying theology, philosophy,
economics, or related fields must demonstrate the potential to advance understanding in the
relationship between theology and the principles of the free and virtuous society. Such principles
include recognition of human dignity, the importance of the rule of law, limited government,
religious liberty, and freedom in economic life.
ACI Foundation Fellowship and Scholarship
Scholarships for eligible graduate students whose studies relate to concrete.
Ludo Frevel Crystallography Scholarships
Scholarships for graduate students enrolled in graduate degree programs with major interest in
crystallography.
National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Provides three years of support for the graduate education of individuals who have
demonstrated their potential for significant achievements in science and engineering research.
Undergraduate seniors and 1st or 2nd year graduate students are eligible to apply. Students
cannot have previously earned a Master’s degree. Deadlines vary depending on area of study; see
website for exact dates.
Hertz Foundation
Cost-of-education allowance and a stipend for first year graduate students willing to make skills
available to U.S. in time of national emergency.
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Master’s (Continued)
NOVEMBER
Roy Scrivner Memorial Research Grant
Grant for empirical and applied research focused on lesbian, gay, and bisexual family psychology
and lesbian, gay and bisexual family therapy.
Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship for New Americans
New Americans, immigrants or the children of immigrants, who are pursuing graduate school in
the United States.
Arthur C. Pike Scholarship in Meteorology
A scholarship from the National Weather Association for students majoring in meteorology.
GEM MS Engineering Fellowship Program
GEM Fellows are provided practical engineering summer work experiences through an employer
sponsor and a portable academic year fellowship of tuition, fees, and a stipend which may be
used at any participating GEM Member University where the GEM Fellow is admitted.
Internships with the Middle East Program - Additional deadlines in April, July
The Program concentrates on long-term developments and how such issues impact stability
and growth in the region and its relations with the United States. The Middle East Program’s
meetings, conferences and reports assess the policy implications of regional developments
(political, economic, and social), the Middle East’s role in the international arena, American
interests in the region, strategic threats to and from the regional states, and the role and future
prospects of the region’s energy resources.
Knowles Science Teaching Foundation Fellowship
Teaching fellowships for those who commit to teaching mathematics or science in grades 9-12 as
their primary career.
DECEMBER
American Society for Nutrition Predoctoral Fellowship
Fellowship for students in nutrition research.
Neotropical Grassland Conservancy (NGC) Student Grant Program
Additional deadlines in December; April, August
The foundation’s mission is promoting the conservation of savannas, gallery forests, wetlands,
and associated ecosystems in Central and South America.Open to Latin American students
enrolled in a M.S. or Ph.D. program in the US or South American university.
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American Association of University Women
American Association of University Women International Fellowship
Awarded for full-time study or research in the United States to women who are not
U.S. citizens or permanent residents.
American Association of University Women Career Development Grants
Funding to women who hold a bachelor’s degree and are preparing to advance or change
careers or reenter the workforce. Primary consideration is given to women of color and
women pursuing their first advanced degree or credentials in nontraditional fields.
JANUARY
American Association of University Women Selected Professions Fellowships
January (anticipated)
Fellowships are awarded to women who intend to pursue a full-time course of study
at accredited U.S. institutions in one of the designated degree programs where women’s
participation traditionally has been low. For master’s programs, the eligible programs are
Architecture, Computer/Information Science, Engineering, and Mathematics/Statistics.
U.S. Department of Defense
SMART Fellowship through the Department of Defense (DoD)
Supports undergraduate and graduate students pursuing degrees in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics disciplines. The program aims to increase the number of
civilian scientists and engineers working at DoD laboratories.
National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate Fellowship
As a means of increasing the number of U.S. citizens & nationals trained in science
& engineering disciplines of military importance, the Department of Defense awards
graduate fellowships to individuals who have demonstrated the ability and special
aptitude for advanced training in science and engineering.
National Physical Science Consortium Graduate Fellowships in Science, Engineering
and Math
Fellowships for graduate students in Astronomy, Chemistry, Computer Science, Geology,
Materials Science, Mathematical Sciences, Physics, and related Engineering fields. Initial support
may be for 2 to 3 years, or a full 6 years, depending on the employer-sponsor.
Women Techmakers Scholars Program
Awards for female graduate students in computer science, computer engineering, or closely
related technical field. Includes support for the academic year and participation in the Annual
Google Scholars’ Retreat.
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Master’s (Continued)
Florida Library Association Scholarships
Scholarships for students in Masters of Library Science graduate program.
WIIT Scholarship Program
Program is designed to provide financial assistance to further educational objectives of women
who are interested in international development, international relations, international trade,
international economics, or international business.
Golden Key Graduate Scholar Award
Scholarship for members who have proven academic excellence combined with a solid range of
extracurricular activities.
IMA Applied Research Grant
Funds work that will help bridge the gap between academics and management accounting
professionals while contributing to the development of knowledge in the profession.
Association for Education Finance and Policy
Association for Education Finance Policy Roe L. Johns Travel Grants
Need-based travel grants awarded to graduate students in the area of education finance
and policy who present papers at the AEFP Annual Conference.
Association for Education Finance Policy New Scholars Award
Supports significant research by master’s and doctoral students whose research addresses
education finance and policy.
Association for Education Finance Policy Jean Flanigan Outstanding Dissertation
Award
Award in recognition of exemplary dissertation research in the area of education finance
and policy.
FEBRUARY
Harriet Evelyn Wallace Doctoral Student Scholarships for Women
Scholarships support female geoscientists pursuing a graduate degree. Scholarships provide two
years of support. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents.
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Guy Harvey Scholarship Award
Supports graduate students who are enrolled full time at Florida institutions of higher education
who are conducting research related to the biology, ecology, habitat or management of fish in
Florida’s marine environment.
American Association of Family & Consumer Sciences National Graduate Fellowship
Awards graduate fellowships to individuals who have exhibited the potential to make
contributions to the family and consumer sciences profession. The field of family and consumer
sciences (FCS) encompasses the study of relationships among people and their personal
environments in order to strengthen communities and advance the well-being of individuals and
families over their lifespan.
American Water Works Association - various awards (see website)
Graduate Women in Science National Fellowships Program
The GWIS National Fellowships Program is proud to offer fellowships to help increase
knowledge in the fundamental sciences and to encourage research careers in the sciences by
women.
McKnight Doctoral Fellowship
Designed to address the under-representation of African American and Hispanic faculty at
colleges and universities in Florida by increasing the pool of candidates qualified with Ph. D.
degrees to teach at the college and university levels.
International Literacy Association - various awards (see website)
Hurst Review/American Association of Colleges of Nursing Scholarship
Additional deadline in July
Scholarships for students pursuing professional nursing degrees.
Now Is The Time: Minority Fellowship Program - Youth
Fellowship for master’s students enrolled in a Marriage and Family Therapy master’s program
interested in service provision to the nation’s youth.
Dr. Raymond A. Weiss Research Endowment
Established for ACSM students studying exercise science. One project will be funded for applied
research, with the intent of applying the results to programs involving physical activity and
sports.
Pittsburgh Foundation - Walter Read Hovey Memorial Fund
The Fellowship is intended to provide scholarships to advance the professional career of young
persons with talent in the field of art history and related fields.
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Master’s (Continued)
Point Foundation Scholarship
Scholarships for LGBTQ students to help cover expenses not covered by other scholarships,
grants, loans, work/study programs, etc.
Mister Rogers Memorial Scholarship
$10,000 scholarships to support and encourage graduate students to pursue a career in children’s
media and further the values and principles of Fred Rogers’ work.
NAEd Spencer Educational Foundation Graduate Scholarships
Scholarships for master’s and pre-dissertation Ph.D. students studying education.
IMA Incubator Grant Program
Grants for smaller innovative projects related to accounting and finance.
Catherine H. Beattie Fellowship in Conservation Horticulture
Annual research grant for graduate students in biology, horticulture, or a related field to study at
a botanical garden.
MARCH
PADI Foundation Grant
Grants to support underwater science, environmental projects, and education
American Cancer Society Graduate Scholarships in Cancer Nursing
Supports graduate students pursuing a master’s degree in cancer nursing or doctorate of nursing
practice (DNP). Awards may be for two years, with stipend of $10,000 per year.
Intercollegiate Studies Institute Graduate Fellowships
Seeks to further an understanding of the principles held by the American Founding Fathers and
the culture that formed their values and views.
ACRP: Graduate Research Award Program on Public-Sector Aviation Issues
Stipend for graduate students researching airport and related aviation system issues.
Summer Fellowship in Disability Policy Research
Opportunity for students in master’s programs or early in doctoral programs (pre-dissertation
phase) to spend the summer at Mathematica’s Washington, DC office to learn more about
conducting an independent research project related to disability policy.
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Daughters of the American Revolution - various awards (see website) Government Finance Officers Association - various awards (see website)
Dannon Gut Microbiome, Yogurt and Probiotics Fellowship Program
Fellowships for prospective and current science graduate students who have an interest in
researching yogurt and probiotics.
The Great Lakes Commission-Sea Grant Fellowship
Provides an opportunity for graduate students to work with members of the Great Lakes
science, policy and information/education communities to advance the environmental quality
and sustainable economic goals.
Interior Design Educators Council South Region Graduate Student Travel scholarship
Travel reimbursement for students from the south region to attend the IDEC National
Conference.
John A. Knauss Marine Policy Fellowship
A one-year fellowship that provides a unique educational experience to graduate students who
have an interest in ocean and coastal resources and in the national policy decisions affecting
those resources.
MUREP Aeronautics Scholarship and Advanced STEM Training Research Fellowship
Graduate Research Fellowships provide financial support to graduate students pursuing a
Master’s or Doctoral degree in STEM while partaking in graduate unique research projects under
the guidance of an institutional Principal Investigator in collaboration with NASA Technical
Advisers.
LAGRANT Graduate Scholarships
Awards for minority students pursuing a graduate degree in advertising, marketing or public
relations.
James Madison Graduate Fellowships
Fellowships to individuals desiring to become a teacher of American history, American
government, or social studies at the secondary school level.
American Library Association Miriam L. Hornback Scholarship
Annual scholarship to an ALA or library support staffer who is a U.S./Canadian citizen or
permanent resident who is pursuing an MLS in an ALA-accredited program.
Florida Gubernatorial Fellows Program
Non-partisan program immerses students from public and private universities in key areas of
state government.
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Master’s (Continued)
Space Medicine Association Jeffrey R. Davis Scholarship
Awards for students who have demonstrated academic achievement and shown an interest in
Space Biology and Space Medical Operations to further pursue a career in Space Medicine.
Eligibility: Scholarships are open to students who will be enrolled full-time in college, medical
school, residency, or a fellowship during the period of the award and are in good academic
standing.
Mineralogical Society of America Grant for Research in Crystallography
The grant awards up to $5,000 for research in the field of mineralogical crystallography. This
grant targets projects within the areas of mineralogy, crystal chemistry, petrology, mineral physics,
biomineralization, and geochemistry that can employ a variety of crystallographic, spectroscopic,
analytical, and computational techniques.
National Association of Social Workers Foundation
Consuelo W. Gosnell Memorial Scholarship
Awarded to master’s degree candidates in social work who demonstrating commitment to
working with, or who have special affinity with, American Indian/Alaska Native and
Hispanic/Latino populations, or in public and voluntary nonprofit agency settings.
Verne LaMarr Lyons Scholarship
Grant awarded to master’s degree candidates in social work who demonstrate an interest
in, or have experience with, health/mental health practice and a commitment to working
in African American communities.
Education for Sustainable Energy Development Scholarship
Support for outstanding international students (citizens of the developing countries and
territories identified on the website) pursuing advanced studies in sustainable energy
development.
National Strength and Conditioning Association Grants and Scholarships
Grants and Scholarships for students researching questions related to strength training and/or
conditioning.
Communicative Disorders Scholarship
Scholarship for graduate students in audiology or speech-language pathology.
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International Furnishing and Design Association Educational Foundation
Vercille Voss IFDA Graduate Student Scholarship
Funding for graduate-level interior design students. Must have already completed four
design courses at the graduate level.
Ruth Clark Furniture Design Scholarship
Funding for graduate-level interior design students whose emphasis is on residential
furniture design.
APRIL
High Energy Laser and High Power Microwave Technologies Scholarships
One-year scholarships in the DE technology areas of High Energy Laser (HEL) and High Power
Microwave Technologies (HPMT).
Davis-Putter Scholarship
Need-based funding for graduate students who are actively working for peace and justice.
Florida-China Linkage Institute Tuition Exemption Program
Open to citizens of China (from mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao, or Taiwan) who are
studying at a Florida public universities or community colleges and intend to return to China
after their study. Florida Statute 288.8175 authorizing this tuition exemption program provides
that students awarded tuition exemptions are required to return to their home country, after their
studies, for a length of time equal to their exemption period.
Cheryl Allyn Miller Award
Award recognizes a sociology graduate student, or a recent doctorate, whose research or activism
constitutes an outstanding contribution to the field of women and work.
Florida Space Grant Consortium Masters Fellowship Program
The FSGC Masters Fellowship Program provides a prestigious instrument to reward and attract
the best and the brightest US citizens to space‑related careers.
Department of Transportation Dwight D. Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship
Provides funding for the pursuit of Master’s or Doctorate in transportation related discipline.
The Eisenhower Graduate Fellowship Program encompasses all modes of transportation.
ORISE Evaluation Fellowship Opportunity at the CDC
Fellows work under the leadership of the CDC’s chief Evaluation Officer; they are matched with
CDC host programs to work on program evaluation activities for/with those programs.
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Scholarships
Scholarships ranging from $500 to $10,000 for research in nutrition and dietetics.
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Master’s (Continued)
Student Leadership Awards
Sponsored by HENAAC, $1,000 scholarship for STEM graduate students of Hispanic decent
that demonstrates leadership excellence.
American Planning Association Judith McManus Price Scholarship
Support for women and minority students with demonstrated need in approved planning
program who are U.S. citizens, intend to pursue careers as practicing planners in the public sector.
American Society of Interior Designers Foundation - various awards (see website)
MAY
Lieutenant Colonel Lily H. Gridley Memorial Master’s Thesis Fellowship
A $3,500 thesis fellowship. Topics in U.S. military and naval history, as well as history and historybased studies in the social and behavioral sciences, with a direct relationship to the history of the
United States Marine Corps will be considered.
Foundation for Community Association Research Byron Hanke Fellowship
Fellowship is available to graduate students working on topics related to community associations.
American Association of Colleges of Nursing Minority Nurse Faculty Scholarship
Support to graduate nursing students from minority backgrounds who agree to teach in a school
of nursing after graduation.
American Nurses Foundation Research Grants
Funds to beginning and experienced nurse researchers to conduct studies that contribute toward
the advancement of nursing science and the enhancement of patient outcomes. Awards are
given in all areas of nursing, including healthy patient outcomes, health care policy development,
critical care, gerontology, women’s health, child health, community and family intervention, and
leadership.
American Hotel and Lodging Educational Fund Graduate Scholarship
Open to hospitality management graduate students as well as graduate students who have an
undergraduate hospitality management degree or at least four years’ employment in the industry.
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences Nicholl Fellowships in Screenwriting
Up to five fellowships for promising new writers. Fellows are expected to complete a featurelength screenplay during the fellowship year.
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IEEE Life Members Graduate Study Fellowship in Electrical Engineering
Award for first year, full-time graduate student for work in electrical engineering.
Paul A. Volcker Endowment for Public Service Research & Education Junior Scholar
Research Grant Program
The APSA Organized Section for Public Administration invites applications and research
proposals from junior scholars researching public administration issues affecting governance in
the United States and abroad. Proposals will be judged on their potential to shed new light on
important public administration questions, their scholarly and methodological rigor, and their
promise for advancing practice and theory development.
Scholarships in Waste Management Research and Education
Waste management research and education. Scholarships recognize graduate students pursuing
excellence in solid waste management research and education. Recipients are chosen based on
credentials and potential contributions to the solid waste industry and its scientific community.
Mozilla Fellowships for Science
Researchers working to shift research practice to be more collaborative, iterative and open.
Fellows remain at their home institution but receive training and support from Mozilla to hone
their skills around open source and data sharing.
Clara Mayo Grants
Program supports masters’ theses or pre-dissertation research on aspects of sexism, racism, or
prejudice, with preference given to students enrolled in a terminal master’s program. Studies of
the application of theory or the design of interventions or treatments to address these problems
are welcome.
NCAA Graduate Student Research Grant
Research grants for students conducting research within the general topic areas of studentathlete psychosocial well-bring and college athletics participation.
Florida Outdoor Writers Association Scholarship
Open to students at Florida colleges and universities, or to any student whose application is
endorsed by a FOWA member or a faculty advisor. Up to three scholarships of $1,000 each are
awarded. These scholarships are intended for college-aged students with career goals of fostering
public appreciation for hunting, fishing, and the outdoors.
Richard A. Horovitz Fund for Professional Development
Dedicated to African artists and scholars in the humanities and social sciences that are citizens
of a Sub-Saharan African country. Graduate students, researchers or artists in a program at an
accredited U.S. university, cultural or artistic institution (on a F or J visa).
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Master’s (Continued)
National Wildlife Federation EcoLeaders Program
Fellowship program to help students develop sustainability leadership skills and secure great jobs
that help the planet.
IFER Graduate Fellowship Program for Alternatives to the Use of Animals in Science
Fellowship Program provides financial incentives to graduate students in science that encourage
them at the earliest stages of their career to integrate innovation and discovery with ethics and
respect for animals.
American Speech-Language-Hearing Foundation Graduate Student Scholarship
Scholarships for full-time students who will be or who are currently enrolled in a graduate
program in communication science and disorders.
EPA STAR Graduate Fellowship
Fellowship program supports masters’ students and doctoral candidates in environmental studies.
STAR Fellowships are intended to help defray the ever-increasing costs associated with studies
leading to advanced degrees in environmental sciences.
JUNE
Florida Nurses Foundation Grants
Promotes nursing and delivery of healthcare through the advancement of research, education
and practice.

Golden Key International Honor Society - various awards (see website)
The Healthline Stronger Scholarship Program
The mission of this scholarship is to support, guide, and inspire emerging leaders of tomorrow
who can change the field of health.
JULY
Waterbird Society
Kushlan Research Award
The goal of the Kushlan Research Award in Ciconiiform Biology and Conservation is
to encourage significant scientific advances in the biology, ecology, or conservation
biology of wading birds (i.e. herons, storks, ibises, and their taxonomic allies).
Nisbet Research Award
This grant is open globally to any student, professional, or amateur and should focus on
those interested in research and conservation on terns and gulls.
AUGUST
The Noah Greenberg Award
The award is intended as a grant-in-aid to stimulate active cooperation between scholars and
performers by recognizing and fostering outstanding contributions to historical performing
practices.
Paul Farmer Global Surgery Fellowship Research Fellowship
One- and two-year fellowships to further promote surgical care, education, and research
pertinent to global surgery.

Kenneth and Barbara Starks Plant Resistance to Insects Graduate Student Award
The award recognizes innovative research by a graduate student in entomology or plant
breeding/genetics whose work contributes significantly to knowledge of plant resistance to
insects.

Ecological Society of America Centennial Graduate Student Fellows Program
Awards for graduate students interested in fostering public understanding and appreciation of
ecological research and in encouraging pre-college students to consider careers in ecology.

Council of Writing Program Administrators Research Grant
The Council of Writing Program Administrators invites proposals for research projects that
investigate issues and practices in writing program administration.

Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation Grant
Prestigious grant for emerging figurative artists. Applicants must be in the early stage of their
career, work in a representational style of painting, drawing, sculpting or printmaking and
demonstrate a commitment to making their art a lifetime career.

American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation Student Translation Award
Grant-in-aid to a student for a literary or sci-tech translation or translation-related project. Also
includes support for attending ATA’s Annual Conference.
Thermo Fisher Scientific Antibody Scholarship Program
Offered to graduate students in biology, chemistry, biochemistry or a related life science field.
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Council on International Exchange Grants and Scholarships
Multiple awards for students who excel in academic pursuits and are devoted to specialized areas
of study as well as for students who have historically been unable to study abroad because of
financial circumstances.
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Master’s (Continued)
NIH Intramural Research Training Award
The NIH Postbac IRTA program provides recent college graduates who are planning to apply
to graduate or professional (medical/dental/pharmacy/nursing/veterinary, etc.) school an
opportunity to spend one or two years performing full-time research at the NIH.
International Ocean Discovery Program Expedition
The International Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) is an international research collaboration
that coordinates seagoing expeditions to study the history of the Earth recorded in sediments
and rocks beneath the ocean floor. The JOIDES Resolution Science Operator (JRSO) operates
the scientific drillship JOIDES Resolution on behalf of the National Science Foundation.
Florida Chapter of the American Statistical Association Awards
Awards for student members of the Florida Chapter of the American Statistical Association.
American Society for Public Administration Awards
Multiple chapter and section award opportunities for public administration studies. Deadlines
vary.
Acoustical Society of America - See website for deadlines
Leo and Gabriella Beranek Scholarship in Architectural Acoustics and Noise 		
Control
Supports graduate study in the fields of architectural acoustics and noise control.
Research Grant in Speech Science
To facilitate the research efforts of promising graduate students in phonetics and speech
science.

Doctoral
SEPTEMBER
Pediatric Endocrinology Nursing Society Academic Education Scholarship
Additional deadline in April
This scholarship was implemented as a means of helping PENS to meet its goal of advancing
the art and science of pediatric endocrine nursing.
PhRMA Pre Doctoral Fellowships
Fellowships for students who expect to complete their Ph.D. in two years or less from the time
the fellowship begins. Fellowships are offered in five areas: Health Outcomes, Informatics,
Pharmaceutics, Pharmacology/Toxicology.
AHIMA Foundation
Merit Scholarships
$2,000 award for students pursing a Master’s degree in areas related to Health Information
Management (HIM) or Health Informatics Technology (HIT). One of the major
initiatives of the AHIMA Foundation is to attract and support new talent in the
HIM industry by improving educational opportunities for current and future HIM
professionals through scholarships.
Veterans Scholarships
Scholarships for veterans and their spouses in Health Informatics and Information
Management programs.
AHIMA Foundation Dissertation Support
Support for doctoral students who are at the ABD stage.
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Doctoral (Continued)

Justin G. Schiller Prize for Bibliographical Work on Pre-20th Century Children’s Books
Encourages scholarship in the bibliography of historical children’s books. Works put into
nomination, which must be in English, may concentrate on any children’s book printed before
the year 1901 in any country.

OCTOBER
National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Provides three years of support for the graduate education of individuals who have
demonstrated their potential for significant achievements in science and engineering research.
Undergraduate seniors and 1st or 2nd year graduate students are eligible to apply. Students
cannot have previously earned a Master’s degree. Deadlines vary depending on area of study; see
website for exact dates.

American Nephrology Nurses Association Education Scholarships and Grants
Support for members in their pursuit of higher education as well as grants for clinical research
projects and patient or staff education programs.

American Water Works Association Academic Achievement Award
Recognizes contributions to the field of public water supply. All master’s theses and doctoral
dissertations relevant to the water supply industry.

IBM Ph.D. Fellowship
Fellowships honor exceptional Ph.D. students who have an interest in solving problems that
are important to IBM and fundamental to innovation in many academic disciplines and areas
of study, including: computer science and engineering; electrical and mechanical engineering;
physical sciences; mathematical sciences; public sector and business sciences; and service science,
management, and engineering (SSME) and industry solutions (healthcare, life sciences, education,
energy & environment).

Archives of American Art Fellowships and Internships
Additional deadlines in February, June
Multiple internships of at least 10 weeks for students interested in archival science, information
management, museum studies, art, administration, art history, and cultural studies.

Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowship in Women’s Studies
The Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowship in Women’s Studies encourages original and
significant research about women that crosses disciplinary, regional, or cultural boundaries.
Previous

K. Patricia Cross Future Leaders Award
Recognizes doctoral students who show exemplary promise as future leaders of higher
education, who demonstrate a commitment to developing academic and civic responsibility in
themselves and others, and whose work reflects a strong emphasis on teaching and learning.
Student must be nominated by a faculty member or administrator.

National Science Foundation Sociology Program Doctoral Dissertation Research
Improvement Awards
Doctoral dissertation improvement grants to promote scientific research, advance theory,
facilitate education and training, and enhance the capabilities of current and future researchers.
Requirements vary across programs, so consult the relevant program’s webpage for specific
information.

National Academy of Education/Spencer Dissertation Fellowship
The Dissertation Fellowship Program seeks to encourage a new generation of scholars from
a wide range of disciplines and professional fields to undertake research relevant to the
improvement of education. These $27,500 fellowships support individuals whose dissertations
show potential for bringing fresh and constructive perspectives to the history, theory, analysis, or
practice of formal or informal education anywhere in the world.
American Academy of Audiology Student Investigator Research Grant
The purpose of this grant is to support doctoral students working toward a degree in
audiology or hearing science who wish to complete a research project as part of their
course of study.
SHRM Foundation Graduate Student Scholarship
Scholarships graduate students in programs with an emphasis area in HR or an HR-related
program (such as business, psychology or labor relations).
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Global Religion Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships
Fellowships are intended to promote among promising, young North American scholars the
social scientific study of contemporary religions around the globe, especially in the “global
south,” beyond the North Atlantic world (i.e., not the U.S., Canada, and Western Europe). They
also intend to help better integrate the study of religion into mainstream social issues.
ACI Foundation Fellowship and Scholarship
Scholarships for eligible graduate students whose studies relate to concrete.
Ludo Frevel Crystallography Scholarships
Scholarships for graduate students enrolled in graduate degree programs with major interest in
crystallography.
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Doctoral (Continued)
World Politics and Statecraft Fellowship
Grants to support PhD dissertation research on American foreign policy, international relations,
international security, strategic studies, area studies and diplomatic and military history. The
fellowship’s objective is to support the research and writing of policy-relevant dissertations
through funding of fieldwork, archival research and language training.
OCTOBER and NOVEMBER
American Council of Learned Societies
Mellon/ACLS Dissertation Completion Fellowships
ACLS invites applications for the tenth annual competition for the Mellon/ACLS
Dissertation Completion Fellowships, which support a year of research and writing to
help advanced graduate students in the humanities and related social sciences in the last
year of PhD dissertation writing. The program encourages timely completion of the PhD.
Luce/ACLS Dissertation Fellowships in American Art History
ACLS invites applications for the Henry Luce Foundation/ACLS Dissertation Fellowships
in American Art designated for graduate students in any stage of PhD dissertation
research or writing. Ten fellowships are available for a non-renewable, one-year term.
Program in China Studies Predissertation-Summer Travel Grants
Predissertation—summer travel grants, postdoctoral fellowships as well as collaborative
reading-workshop grants available.
Dissertation Fellowships in Buddhist Studies
Fellowship and grant competitions that will expand the understanding and interpretation
of Buddhist thought in scholarship and society, strengthen international networks of
Buddhist studies, and increase the visibility of innovative currents in those studies.
Hertz Foundation
Cost-of-education allowance and a stipend for first year graduate students willing to make skills
available to U.S. in time of national emergency.
NOVEMBER
Dumbarton Oaks Junior Fellowship
Fellowships for PhD candidates who will be working on a dissertation or final project at
Dumbarton Oaks under the direction of a faculty member at their own university.
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American Heart Association Predoctoral Fellowship
For research related to cardiovascular function and disease and stroke, or clinical, basic science,
bioengineering or biotechnology, and public health problems, including multidisciplinary efforts.
Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship for New Americans
New Americans, immigrants or the children of immigrants, who are pursuing graduate school in
the United States.
American Psychological Association
Roy Scrivner Memorial Research Grant
Grant for empirical and applied research focused on lesbian, gay, and bisexual family
psychology and lesbian, gay and bisexual family therapy.
Elisabeth Munsterberg Koppitz Child Psychology Graduate Fellowship
The fellowship promotes the advancement of knowledge and learning in the field of
child psychology.
The Wenner-Gren Foundation Dissertation Fieldwork Grants - Additional deadline in May
Awarded to aid doctoral or thesis research in anthropology.
Arthur C. Pike Scholarship in Meteorology
A scholarship from the National Weather Association for students majoring in meteorology.
Amelia Earhart Fellowships from Zonta International Foundation
Established in 1938 in honor of Amelia Earhart, famed pilot and Zonta club member.
The$10,000 Fellowships are granted annually to women pursuing PhD degrees in aerospacerelated sciences or aero-space-related engineering. Women of any nationality pursuing a Ph.D./
doctoral degree, who demonstrate a superior academic record in the field of aerospace-related
sciences or aerospace-related engineering, are eligible and encouraged to apply.
Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship
Dissertation stage support for doctoral students whose work offers significant potential for
advancing academic scholarship related to ethics and/or religion.
National GEM Consortium
GEM PhD Engineering Program
Doctoral fellowships to underrepresented minority students who have either completed,
are currently enrolled in a master’s in engineering program, or received admittance into a
PhD program directly from a bachelor’s degree program.
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Doctoral (Continued)
GEM PhD Science Fellowship
The goal of this program is to increase the number of minority students who pursue
doctoral degrees in the natural science disciplines — chemistry, physics, earth sciences,
mathematics, biological sciences, and computer science. Applicants to this program are
accepted as early as their senior undergraduate year, as well as candidates currently
enrolled in a Master’s of Engineering program and working professionals.
Internships with the Middle East Program
The Program concentrates on long-term developments and how such issues impact stability and
growth in the region and its relations with the United States.
Jennings Randolph Peace Scholarship Dissertation Program
Fellowships to advance research that contributes to a wider understanding of how to manage
conflict and build sustainable peace effectively.
National Institute of Justice Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Supports doctoral students engaged in research that advances NIJ’s mission and works to
increase the pool of scholars engaged in research that addresses the challenges of crime and
justice in the United States, particularly at the state and local levels. The program has two tracks:
Social & Behavioral Sciences and STEM.
Knowles Science Teaching Foundation Fellowship
Teaching fellowships for those who commit to teaching mathematics or science in grades 9-12 as
their primary career.
Kress History of Art: Institutional Fellowship
Advanced training in European art history requires direct exposure to the object of study,
prolonged access to key information resources such as libraries and photographic archives, the
development of professional relationships with colleagues abroad, and sustained immersion in
European cultures.
NOVEMBER and DECEMBER
American Association of University Women
American Association of University Women American Dissertation Fellowship
The program provides fellowships for women pursuing full-time study to complete
dissertations, conducting postdoctoral research full time, or preparing research for
publication for eight consecutive weeks.
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American Association of University Women International Fellowship
Awarded for full-time study or research in the United States to women who are not
U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Both graduate and postgraduate studies at accredited
U.S. institutions are supported.
American Association of University Women Career Development Grants
Funding to women who hold a bachelor’s degree and are preparing to advance or change
careers or reenter the workforce. Primary consideration is given to women of color and
women pursuing their first advanced degree or credentials in nontraditional fields.
DECEMBER
American Society for Nutrition Predoctoral Fellowship
Fellowship for students in nutrition research.
Doris Duke Fellowship for the Promotion of Child Well-Being
Fellowship to support research that will help prevent child abuse and neglect. The Fellowships
are designed to identify and develop a new generation of leaders interested in and capable of
creating practice and policy initiatives that will enhance child development and improve the
nation’s ability to prevent all forms of child maltreatment.
UNCF-Merck Graduate Science Research Dissertation Fellowships
Open to African American students who are engaged in and within 1-3 years of completing their
dissertation research and enrolled full-time in a Ph.D. or equivalent doctoral degree program.
Neotropical Grassland Conservancy (NGC) Student Grant Program
December 1, 2017; April 1, 2018 (anticipated); August 1, 2018 (anticipated)
The foundation’s mission is promoting the conservation of savannas, gallery forests, wetlands,
and associated ecosystems in Central and South America. Open to Latin American students
enrolled in a M.S. or Ph.D. program in a US or South American university.
U.S. Department of Defense
SMART Fellowship through the Department of Defense (DoD)
Supports undergraduate and graduate students pursuing degrees in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics disciplines. The program aims to increase the number of
civilian scientists and engineers working at DoD laboratories.
National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate Fellowship
As a means of increasing the number of U.S. citizens and nationals trained in science
and engineering disciplines of military importance.
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Doctoral (Continued)
National Physical Science Consortium Graduate Fellowships in Science, Engineering
and Math
Fellowships for graduate students in Astronomy, Chemistry, Computer Science, Geology,
Materials Science, Mathematical Sciences, Physics, and related Engineering fields. Initial support
may be for 2 to 3 years, or a full 6 years, depending on the employer-sponsor.
Ford Foundation Fellowship Program—Pre-doctoral and Dissertation Fellowships
Through its Fellowship Programs, the Ford Foundation seeks to increase the diversity of the
nation’s college and university faculties by increasing their ethnic and racial diversity, to maximize
the educational benefits of diversity, and to increase the number of professors who can and will
use diversity as a resource for enriching the education of all students.
Women Techmakers Scholars Program
Awards for female graduate students in computer science, computer engineering, or closely
related technical field. Includes support for the academic year and participation in the Annual
Google Scholars’ Retreat.
NIH Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (F31)
Anticipated deadlines: December, April, August
Award is to enable promising predoctoral students to obtain individualized, mentored research
training from outstanding faculty sponsors while conducting dissertation research in scientific
health-related fields relevant to the missions of the participating NIH Institutes and Centers.
WIIT Scholarship Program
Program is designed to provide financial assistance to further educational objectives of women
who are interested in international development, international relations, international trade,
international economics, or international business.
Golden Key Graduate Scholar Award
Scholarship for members who have proven academic excellence combined with a solid range of
extracurricular activities.
American Musicological Society
Alvin H. Johnson AMS 50 Dissertation-year Fellowships
Dissertation-year support for doctoral students whose degree emphasizes musical
scholarship. It is expected that a Fellow’s dissertation will be completed within the
fellowship year.
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The Howard Mayer Brown Fellowship
Intended to increase the presence of minority scholars and teachers of musicology. The
fellowship will support one year of graduate work for an underrepresented student in
musicology at a North American University.
American Chemical Society Division of Analytical Chemistry Graduate Fellowship
Program
Fellowships for PhD students researching analytical chemistry.
IMA Applied Research Grant
Funds work that will help bridge the gap between academics and management accounting
professionals while contributing to the development of knowledge in the profession.
NIH Mental Health Research Dissertation Grant to Enhance Workforce Diversity (R36)
Award
Additional deadlines in April, August
The purpose of this grant is to enhance the diversity of the mental health research workforce by
providing dissertation awards in all research areas within the strategic priorities of the NIMH to
individuals from diverse backgrounds underrepresented in biomedical, behavioral, clinical and
social sciences research. This two-year award supports the completion of the doctoral research
project.
Association for Education Finance and Policy
Association for Education Finance Policy Roe L. Johns Travel Grants
Need-based travel grants awarded to graduate students in the area of education finance
and policy who present papers at the AEFP Annual Conference.
Association for Education Finance Policy New Scholars Award
Supports significant research by master’s and doctoral students whose research addresses
education finance and policy.
Association for Education Finance Policy Jean Flanigan Outstanding Dissertation
Award
Award in recognition of exemplary dissertation research in the area of education finance
and policy.
JANUARY
Harriet Evelyn Wallace Doctoral Student Scholarships for Women
Scholarships support female geoscientists pursuing a graduate degree.
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Doctoral (Continued)
RAND Graduate Student Summer Associate Program
Program designed to introduce students to RAND, an institution that conducts research on a
wide range of national security problems and domestic and international social policy issues.
Designed for full-time students who have completed at least two years of graduate work leading
to a doctorate or professional degree (e.g., law, medicine, engineering).
Guy Harvey Scholarship Award
Supports graduate students who are enrolled full time at Florida institutions of higher education
who are conducting research related to the biology, ecology, habitat or management of fish in
Florida’s marine environment.
American Medical Association Seed Grant Research Program
The program provides grants to support medical students, physician residents, and fellows in
conducting small research projects.
American Association of Family & Consumer Sciences National Graduate Fellowship
Awards graduate fellowships to individuals who have exhibited the potential to make
contributions to the family and consumer sciences profession. The field of family and consumer
sciences (FCS) encompasses the study of relationships among people and their personal
environments in order to strengthen communities and advance the well-being of individuals and
families over their lifespan.
American Association of University Women Selected Professions Fellowships
Fellowships are awarded to women who intend to pursue a full-time course of study at accredited
U.S. institutions during the fellowship year in one of the designated degree programs where
women’s participation traditionally has been low. For master’s programs, the eligible programs are
Architecture, Computer/Information Science, Engineering, and Mathematics/Statistics. Women
of color may also apply in the following fields: master’s in business administration, law, doctorate
in medicine.
Doris Duke International Clinical Research Fellowship
Provides an opportunity for up to three US medical students with at least two years of medical
school training to complete a yearlong international clinical research project in one of four
locations: India, Kenya, Peru, or Tanzania.

Inter-American Foundation IAF Grassroots Development Fellowship Program
For enrolled students who have advanced to candidacy for the Ph.D. in social sciences, physical
sciences, technical fields, and the professions related to grassroots development issues. For field
research in independent countries in Latin America or the Caribbean, except for Cuba.
American Water Works Association - various awards (see website)
Graduate Women in Science National Fellowships Program
Fellowships to help increase knowledge in the fundamental sciences and to encourage research
careers in the sciences by women. Endowment funds, mostly generated from bequests, provide
the annual income that supports scientific research done by SDE/GWIS award winners.
Link Foundation Modeling, Simulation & Training Fellowships
Program to foster advanced level research in modeling, simulation, and training; to enable Ph.D.
students the freedom to work on their research full time; and to disseminate the results of that
research through conferences, journals, and other publications.
American Antiquarian Society Short-Term Visiting Academic Research Fellowships
Short-term fellowships for one to three months to allow scholars to visit the National Research
Library. Various fellowships available to research American history, literature, and/or culture
through 1876.
Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship
Awarded alternately in the fields of Greek and French. Must be unmarried woman 25-25 years
of age who has completed all doctoral requirements except the dissertation.
Joan and Stanford Alexander Award
Two grants of $5,000 each for doctoral candidates working on dissertations that concentrate on
photography.
Economic History Association Doctoral and Postdoctoral Grants and Fellowships
January 15, 2018 (anticipated)
Grants support research on every phase of economic history, broadly defined.
Predoctoral Fellowship in Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services
Fellowship to support the training of practitioners in behavioral health services and prevention.
Designed for students in clinical, counseling and school psychology, and other psychology
doctoral students whose training prepares them for careers in behavioral health services.
Minorities are especially encouraged to apply.

Leaky Foundation Research Grants - Additional deadline in July
Advanced doctoral students whose research is relevant to human origins & evolution may apply.
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Doctoral (Continued)
Florida Education Fund
McKnight Doctoral Fellowship
Designed to address the under-representation of African American and Hispanic faculty
at colleges and universities in Florida by increasing the pool of candidates qualified with
Ph. D. degrees to teach at the college and university levels. Deadline - January 15
International Literacy Association - - various awards (see website)
Hurst Review/American Association of Colleges of Nursing Scholarship
Additional deadline in July
Scholarships for students pursuing professional nursing degrees.
Cultural Anthropology Program—Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grants
Additional deadline in August
Supports basic scientific research on the causes, consequences, and complexities of human
social and cultural variability. Provides support to enhance and improve the conduct of doctoral
dissertation projects carried out by doctoral students enrolled in U.S. universities.
Council of American Overseas Research Centers
Andrew W. Mellon Mediterranean Regional Research Fellowship
Fellowship program for research in the humanities and related social
sciences in countries bordering the Mediterranean and served by American overseas
research centers.These fellowships foster international scholarship, education and cultural
dialogue.
The Multi-Country Research Fellowship
Fellowship Program supports advanced regional or trans-regional research in the
humanities, social sciences, or allied natural sciences for U.S. doctoral candidates and
scholars who have already earned their Ph.D.
Dennis Weatherstone Pre-doctoral Fellowship Program
Two-year fellowship for students interested in pursuing careers in autism research.
Department of Energy Computational Science Graduate Fellowship
Students in their first year of graduate study in engineering, mathematics, or the physical,
computer, or life sciences are eligible to apply. The DOE has a special interest in encouraging the
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development of the next generation of scientists and engineers who can lead the application of
high performance computing to problems in their disciplinary areas.
American Association of Marriage and Family Therapy
Doctoral Fellowship
Fellowship for doctoral students enrolled in a Marriage and Family Therapy doctoral
program interested in service provision to the nation’s youth.
Dissertation Completion Fellowship
Fellowship for doctoral students enrolled in a Marriage and Family Therapy doctoral
program who have completed all required pre-dissertation core courses.
American College of Sports Medicine
Dr. Raymond A. Weiss Research Endowment
Established for ACSM students studying exercise science. One project will be funded for
applied research, with the intent of applying the results to programs involving physical
activity and sports.
ACSM Foundation Doctoral Student Research Grant
The awards are to be used for experimental subjects, supplies, and small equipment needs.
Carl V. Gisolfi Memorial Fund
Grant designated to encourage research in thermoregulation, exercise, and hydration. In
support of the mission to increase diversity at ACSM, special consideration is given to
minority applicants and proposals addressing minority health issues.
NASA Space Physiology Research Grant
Grant for doctoral students researching in the area of exercise, weightlessness, and
musculoskeletal physiology.
NSF Biological Anthropology Program - Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement
Grant - Additional deadline in July
Doctoral dissertation improvement grants to promote scientific research, advance theory,
facilitate education and training, and enhance the capabilities of current and future researchers.
Requirements vary across programs.
Parkinson’s Disease Foundation Summer Student Fellowship
Fellows work under the close supervision of a sponsor who is an expert in the Parkinson’s
community and oversees the project.
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Doctoral (Continued)
American Educational Research Association
AERA Research and Dissertation Grants Program
Grants for the study of education policy and practice using quantitative methods and
including the analysis of data from the large-scale data sets sponsored by National Center
for Education Statistics.
American Educational Research Association/NSF Dissertation Grants
Program seeks to stimulate research on U.S. education issues using data from the largescale, national and international data sets supported by the National Center for Education
Statistics, NSF, and other federal agencies.
Chateaubriand Fellowship
The Chateaubriand Fellowship is a grant offered by the Embassy of France in the United States.
Every year, it allows doctoral students enrolled in American universities to conduct research in
France for 4 to 9 months. Fellowships are available in STEM and Humanities & Social Sciences.
National Institute of Justice Research Assistantship Program
The NIJ Research Assistantship Program is designed to support criminal justice research and to
provide highly qualified doctoral students with practical and applied research experience.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries/Sea Grant Graduate
Fellowship
Joint NOAA Fisheries/Sea Grant graduate fellowship program in Population and
Ecosystem Dynamics and Marine Resource Economics for PhD students to provide realworld experience to graduate students and accelerate their career development.
John A. Knauss Marine Policy Fellowship - February
A one-year fellowship that provides a unique educational experience to graduate students
who have an interest in ocean and coastal resources and in the national policy decisions
affecting those resources.
Point Foundation Scholarship
Scholarships for LGBTQ students to help cover expenses not covered by other scholarships,
grants, loans, work/study programs, etc.
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Spencer Educational Foundation Graduate Scholarships
Scholarships for master’s and pre-dissertation Ph.D. students studying education.
Josephine de Karman Fellowship
Recognize and assist students whose scholastic achievements reflect Professor von Karman’s
high standards. DeKarman fellowships are open to students in any discipline.
Mister Rogers Memorial Scholarship
$10,000 scholarships to support and encourage graduate students to pursue a career in children’s
media and further the values and principles of Fred Rogers’ work.
Catherine H. Beattie Fellowship in Conservation Horticulture
Annual research grant for graduate students in biology, horticulture, or a related field to study at
a botanical garden.
American Sociological Association Minority Fellowship Program
Through its Minority Fellowship Program, the American Sociological Association supports the
development and training of sociologists of color in any sub-area or specialty in the discipline.
IMA Incubator Grant Program
Grants for smaller innovative projects related to accounting and finance.
Institute for Humane Studies Fellowships
Supports study in a variety of fields, including economics, philosophy, law, political science and
sociology, but all fellowships are awarded to graduate students who research interests place an
emphasis on advancing the ideas of a free society.
FEBRUARY
Educational Testing Service (ETS) Summer Internship Program in Research
Students will be selected to participate in ongoing research projects under the supervision
of ETS senior staff. The program seeks to increase the number of women and minority
professionals in educational measurement and related fields.
PADI Foundation Grant
Grants to support underwater science, environmental projects, and education
American Cancer Society Graduate Scholarships in Cancer Nursing
Supports graduate students pursuing a master’s degree in cancer nursing or doctorate of nursing
practice (DNP).
Harry S. Truman Library Dissertation Year Fellowship
Dissertation Year Fellowships that are intended to encourage historical scholarship of the public
career of Harry S. Truman or the Truman era.
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Doctoral (Continued)
Jefferson Scholars Foundation National Fellowship
Funds scholars completing dissertations that employ history to shed light on American politics
and public policy, foreign relations and the impact of global affairs on the US, media and politics,
and the role of the presidency in shaping American political development.
Lewis and Clark Fund for Exploration and Field Research
Exploratory field studies for the collection of specimens and data for doctoral students up to
$5,000.
Harry Frank Guggenheim Dissertation Fellowships
Questions that interest the foundation concern violence and aggression in relation to social
change, intergroup conflict, war, terrorism, crime, and family relationships, among other subjects.
Intercollegiate Studies Institute Graduate Fellowships
Seeks to further an understanding of the principles held by the American Founding Fathers and
the culture that formed their values and views.
Graduate Research Fellowship
Residential ten-month fellowships for doctoral candidates to support original research using
the collections of the Center’s partners: American Jewish Historical Society, American Sephardi
Federation, Leo Baeck Institute, Yeshiva University Museum, and YIVO, Institute for Jewish
Research. Preference is given to those candidates who draw on the library and archival resources
of more than one partner institution.
American Meteorological Society Minority Scholarships
Funding for minority students who have been traditionally underrepresented in the sciences,
especially Hispanic, Native American, and Black/African American students.
American Meteorological Society Fellowship in the History of Science
For PhD students in the dissertation writing stage. Carries a $15,000 stipend to support one year
of research.
ACRP: Graduate Research Award Program on Public-Sector Aviation Issues
Stipend for graduate students researching airport and related aviation system issues. The program
is intended to stimulate thought, discussion, and research by those who may become the future
airport managers, operators, designers, and policy makers in aviation.
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National Science Foundation Geography and Spatial Sciences Doctoral Dissertation
Research Improvement Awards
Doctoral dissertation improvement grants to promote scientific research, advance theory,
facilitate education and training, and enhance the capabilities of current and future researchers.
Requirements vary across programs, so consult the relevant program’s webpage for specific
information.
Government Finance Officers Association - various awards (see website)
Daughters of the American Revolution - various awards (see website)
Mathematica Center for Studying Disability Policy
Summer Fellowship in Disability Policy Research
Opportunity for students in master’s programs or early in doctoral programs (pre- dissertation
phase) to spend the summer at Mathematica’s Washington, DC office to learn more about
conducting an independent research project related to disability policy.
Dissertation Fellowship Program
Fellowship which offers financial support to students conducting their doctoral
dissertation research on topics consistent with the DRC’s mission.
Dannon Gut Microbiome, Yogurt and Probiotics Fellowship Program
Fellowships for prospective and current science graduate students who have an interest in
researching yogurt and probiotics.
Confucius China Studies Program Joint Research PhD Fellowship
For qualified students who wish to pursue doctoral research in China. Funding awards range
from six months to two years. Students from a wide range of academic areas focusing on China
are encouraged to apply.
The Great Lakes Commission-Sea Grant Fellowship
Provides an opportunity for graduate students to work with members of the Great Lakes
science, policy and information/education communities to advance the environmental quality
and sustainable economic goals of the Great Lakes states.
Interior Design Educators Council South Region Graduate Student Travel scholarship
Travel reimbursement for students from the south region to attend the IDEC National
Conference.
Egg Nutrition Studies and Research Grants
The ENC research program was created for the purpose of extending the understanding of the
nutritional value of eggs and egg-related nutrients and the role of eggs in a healthy diet.
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MUREP Aeronautics Scholarship and Advanced STEM Training Research Fellowship
Graduate Research Fellowships provide financial support to graduate students pursuing a
Master’s or Doctoral degree in STEM while partaking in graduate unique research projects under
the guidance of a Principal Investigator in collaboration with NASA Technical Advisers.
MARCH
Florida Gubernatorial Fellows Program
Non-partisan program immerses students in key areas of state government.
Space Medicine Association Jeffrey R. Davis Scholarship
To encourage students who have demonstrated academic achievement and shown an interest in
Space Biology and Space Medical Operations to further pursue a career in Space Medicine.
Mineralogical Society of America Grant for Research in Crystallography
The grant awards up to $5,000 for research in the field of mineralogical crystallography. This
grant targets projects within the areas of mineralogy, crystal chemistry, petrology, mineral physics,
biomineralization, and geochemistry that can employ a variety of crystallographic, spectroscopic,
analytical, and computational techniques.
Mellon Scholars Program in African American History
Dissertation fellowship designed to increase the participation of scholars from underrepresented
backgrounds and others in the field of African American history prior to 1900.
American Society of Criminology Ruth D. Peterson Fellowship for Racial & Ethnic
Diversity
Designed to encourage students of color, especially those from racial and ethnic groups
underrepresented in the field, to enter the field of criminology and criminal justice, and to
facilitate the completion of their degrees.
American Psychological Foundation Esther Katz Rosen Fund Grants
Support will be provided for activities on the advancement and application of knowledge related
to identify gifted and talented children and adolescents.
National Association of Social Workers Foundation
Eileen Blackey Doctoral Fellowship
Fellowship for social work doctoral candidates who are engaged in dissertation research in
welfare policy and practice.
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NASW Foundation Social Work HEALS Policy Fellowship
One-year fellowship to social workers who have completed at least two years of a doctoral
program. Fellows will participate in a social work specific opportunity to use their social
work knowledge and research experience to work in Washington, DC, on critical health
policy issues facing our nation.
National Strength and Conditioning Association Grants and Scholarships
Grants and Scholarships for students researching questions related to strength training and/or
conditioning.
Beta Phi Mu Eugene Garfield Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship
Awards for doctoral students who are working on their dissertations in Library and Information
Science, Information Studies, Informatics, or a related field.
Israel Institute Doctoral Fellowship
Two-year fellowships open to both doctoral students who are working on Israel as a primary
topic of research and also to candidates whose focus is broader but whose work incorporates an
Israeli dimension.
Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa Research Grants Program
Grants up to $2,500 to support study of the Middle East and Africa.Applicants must be ASMEA
members and enrolled in a Ph.D. program. Recipients will be required to present their research at
the annual ASMEA conference in Washington, D.C.
Institute for Humane Studies Fellowship
Scholarships for promising doctoral students dedicated to developing, teaching, and applying the
principles of a free society.
Feinstein Center Summer Fellowship
Summer fellowships up to $3,000 to support research on the American Jewish experience.
Communicative Disorders Scholarship
Scholarship for graduate students in audiology or speech-language pathology.
Botstiber Fellowship in Austrian-American Studies
The fellowship will be awarded to a scholar or professional who seeks funds for a project that
promotes an understanding of the historic relationship between Austria and the United States.
Institute for Supply Management Doctoral Dissertation Grant Program
Program exists to encourage and develop doctoral students in supply management and closely
related areas interested in procurement, supply management and supply chain management to
pursue and complete research in these fields of study.
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International Furnishing and Design Association Educational Foundation

studying at a Florida public universities or community colleges and intend to return to China
after their study.
Society for the History of Technology

Vercille Voss IFDA Graduate Student Scholarship
Funding for graduate-level interior design students. Must have already completed four
design courses at the graduate level.

The NASA Fellowship in the History of Space Technology
This fellowship will fund one pre-doctoral fellow for up to one academic year to undertake
a research project related to the history of space technology including cultural and
intellectual history, institutional history, economic history, history of law and public policy
and history of engineering and management.

Ruth Clark Furniture Design Scholarship
Funding for graduate-level interior design students whose emphasis is on residential
furniture design.

Melvin Kranzberg Dissertation Fellowship
Supports a doctoral student engaged in the preparation of a dissertation on the history of
technology, broadly defined.

APRIL
Davis-Putter Scholarship
Need-based funding for graduate students who are actively working for peace and justice.
History of Science Society Fellowships in Aerospace History
Fellowships in Aerospace History to support significant scholarly research projects in aerospace
history. These fellowships grant the opportunity to engage in significant and sustained advanced
research in all aspects of the history of aerospace from the earliest human interest in flight to the
present, including cultural and intellectual history, economic history, history of law and public
policy, and the history of science, engineering, and management.
American Institute of Afghanistan Studies John F. Richards Fellowship Program
Invites applications for support of short-term research or other scholarly projects that will
advance the knowledge of Afghanistan. The Institute will be accepting applications for proposed
projects along two tiers of the John F. Richards Fellowship Program.

Sociologists for Women in Society
Barbara Rosenblum Dissertation Scholarship for the Study of Women and Cancer
Scholarship is designed to encourage doctoral research on women’s experience of
breast cancer and other reproductive cancers, as well as the prevention of these cancers.
The scholarship also supports efforts to make sociological research on these topics
available to the public.
Beth B. Hess Memorial Scholarship
Scholarship is awarded to a dissertation writing PhD student who has studied for at least
one full academic year at a two-year college in the U.S., before transferring to complete a
BA.
Esther Ngan-Ling Chow and Mareyjoyce Green Scholarship
Scholarship offers support to women scholars who are from underrepresented groups and
are studying concerns that women of color face domestically and/or internationally.

Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations Dissertation Completion
Fellowship
SHAFR will make two, year-long awards in the amount of $25,000 each to support the writing
and completion of the doctoral dissertation. Applicants should be working on a topic in the
field of U.S. foreign relations history or international history, and must be current members of
SHAFR.

American Musicological Society - various awards (see website)

High Energy Laser and High Power Microwave Technologies Scholarships
One-year scholarships in the DE technology areas of High Energy Laser (HEL) and High Power
Microwave Technologies (HPMT).

Florida Space Grant Dissertation and Thesis Improvement Fellowship
Up to $5,000 in supplement funds for items not normally available from the student’s university
or other sources. Can be used to support a master’s thesis or a doctoral dissertation.

Florida-China Linkage Institute Tuition Exemption Program
Open to citizens of China (from mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao, or Taiwan) who are
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Cheryl Allyn Miller Award
Award recognizes a sociology graduate student, or a recent doctorate, whose research or
activism constitutes an outstanding contribution to the field of women and work.
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Department of Transportation Dwight D. Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship
Provides funding for the pursuit of Master’s or Doctorate Degrees in transportation related
discipline. The Eisenhower Graduate Fellowship Program encompasses all modes of
transportation.
ORISE Evaluation Fellowship Opportunity at the CDC
Fellows work under the leadership of the CDC’s chief Evaluation Officer; they are matched with
CDC host programs to work on program evaluation activities for/with those programs.
Mary Murphy Graduate Scholarship
Honors a Delta Sigma Theta Sorority chapter member who placed great value on education and
community service.
American Geophysical Union Horton Research Grant in Hydrological Science
Supports doctoral students in the hydrological sciences and related policy-oriented social
sciences. One-year grant awarded to one or more students in hydrology, water resources or a
closely related field.
IMA Doctoral Summer Research Scholarship Program
Program to help alleviate the need for doctoral students in business, accounting, finance,
management, and related areas to assume teaching responsibilities during the summer.
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Foundation Scholarships
Scholarships ranging from $500 to $10,000 for research in nutrition and dietetics.
ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON Health Policy Research Scholars
This is a new leadership development opportunity for full-time doctoral students from
underrepresented populations or historically disadvantaged backgrounds training to be
researchers—in many fields—and interested in health policy research.
Student Leadership Awards
Sponsored by HENAAC, $1,000 scholarship for STEM graduate students of Hispanic decent
that demonstrates leadership excellence.
American Planning Association Judith McManus Price Scholarship
Support for women and minority students enrolled in an approved planning program who are
U.S. citizens, intend to pursue careers as practicing planners in the public sector, and are able to
demonstrate a genuine financial need.
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American Nurses Association Minority Fellowship Program
Through the MFP, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA)
provides federal grants to increase the number of PhD prepared nurses, psychiatrists,
psychologists, social workers, and marriage and family therapists from underrepresented ethnic
minority groups.
American Society of Interior Designers Foundation - various awards (see website)
MAY
Foundation for Community Association Research Byron Hanke Fellowship
Fellowship is available to graduate students working on topics related to community associations.
Fellows are expected to prepare a research paper on community associations.
American Association of Colleges of Nursing Minority Nurse Faculty Scholarship
Support to graduate nursing students from minority backgrounds who agree to teach in a school
of nursing after graduation.
American Nurses Foundation Research Grants
The Foundation provides funds to beginning and experienced nurse researchers to conduct
studies that contribute toward the advancement of nursing science and the enhancement of
patient outcomes. Awards are given in all areas of nursing, including healthy patient outcomes,
health care policy development, critical care, gerontology, women’s health, child health,
community and family intervention, and leadership.
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences Nicholl Fellowships in Screenwriting
Up to five fellowships for promising new writers. Fellows are expected to complete a featurelength screenplay during the fellowship year.
IEEE Life Members Graduate Study Fellowship in Electrical Engineering
Award for first year, full-time graduate student for work in electrical engineering.
General Lemuel C. Shepherd, Jr., Memorial Dissertation Fellowship
A $10,000 dissertation fellowship. Topics in U.S. military and naval history, as well as history
and history-based studies in the social and behavioral sciences, with a direct relationship to the
history of the United States Marine Corps will be considered.
Paul A. Volcker Endowment for Public Service Research & Education Junior Scholar
Research Grant Program
The APSA Organized Section for Public Administration invites applications and research
proposals from junior scholars researching public administration issues affecting governance in
the United States and abroad.
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Scholarships in Waste Management Research and Education
Waste management research and education. Scholarships recognize graduate students pursuing
excellence in solid waste management research and education. Recipients are chosen based on
credentials and potential contributions to the solid waste industry and its scientific community.
Mass Spectrometry Applications to the Clinical Lab Young Investigator Travel Grant
This award is for individuals submitting abstracts on clinical mass spectrometry for either oral
or poster presentations. Awards are targeted for the support of MD/residents/fellows, PhD
students, post-docs, and young faculty members (less than 4 years since appointment).
Mozilla Fellowships for Science
Researchers working to shift research practice to be more collaborative, iterative and open.
Fellows remain at their home institution but receive training and support from Mozilla to hone
their skills around open source and data sharing.
Clara Mayo Grants
Supports masters’ thesis or pre-dissertation research on sexism, racism, or prejudice, with
preference given to students enrolled in a terminal master’s program.
NCAA Graduate Student Research Grant
Research grants for students conducting research within the general topic areas of studentathlete psychosocial well-bring and college athletics participation.
Laurels Fund
This fund provides one year scholarships, ranging from $1,000 to $5,000 each, for women who
are pursuing a Ph.D. degree in Accounting.
AICPA Fellowship for Minority Doctoral Students
Fellowships for full-time minority accounting scholars who demonstrate significant potential to
become accounting educators.
American Marketing Association Foundation Valuing Diversity Ph.D. Scholarships
The American Marketing Association Foundation, in conjunction with the AMA Academic
Council, established a scholarship program in 2003 focused on creating scholarship funds for
populations underrepresented in the marketing profession.
Florida Outdoor Writers Association Scholarship
FOWA Scholarships are competitive and open to students at Florida colleges and universities,
or to any student whose application is endorsed by a FOWA member or a faculty advisor. These
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scholarships are intended for college-aged students whose career goals are to communicate to the
public appreciation for hunting, fishing and other aspects of the outdoor experience.
National Wildlife Federation EcoLeaders Program
Fellowship program to help students develop sustainability leadership skills and secure great jobs
that help the planet.
Richard A. Horovitz Fund for Professional Development
Dedicated to African artists and scholars in the humanities and social sciences that are citizens
of a Sub-Saharan African country. Graduate students, researchers or artists in a program at an
accredited U.S. university, cultural or artistic institution (on a F or J visa).
IFER Graduate Fellowship Program for Alternatives to the Use of Animals in Science
The purpose of IFER’s Fellowship Program is to provide financial incentives to graduate
students in science that encourage them at the earliest stages of their career to integrate
innovation and discovery with ethics and respect for animals.
American Speech-Language-Hearing Foundation Graduate Student Scholarship
Scholarships for full-time students who will be or who are currently enrolled in a graduate
program in communication science and disorders.
EPA STAR Graduate Fellowship
EPA’s STAR Graduate Fellowship program supports masters’ students and doctoral candidates
in environmental studies. STAR Fellowships are intended to help defray the ever-increasing costs
associated with studies leading to advanced degrees in environmental sciences.
Mariam K. Chamberlain Dissertation Award
Award is granted to a first-generation college graduate to continue working on a dissertation
under the close supervision of a senior dissertation advisor over a one-year period. Dissertation
must be related to ICRW’s mission to end gender inequity.
JUNE
Florida Nurses Foundation Grants
The Florida Nurses Foundation exists to promote nursing and delivery of healthcare through
the advancement of research, education and practice. Each year, funds are provided to registered
nurses and students for scholarships and research grants. Multiple scholarships and research
grants available for nursing students.
Kenneth & Barbara Starks Plant Resistance to Insects Graduate Student Award
The award recognizes innovative research by a graduate student in entomology or plant
breeding/genetics whose work contributes significantly to knowledge of plant resistance to
insects.
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Caucus for Women in Statistics Travel Award
The Caucus for Women in Statistics (CWS) travel awards partially support attending a
professional meeting, such as the Joint Statistical Meeting (JSM).  At least two awards in the
amount of $500 each are anticipated. The selection will be based on both merits and financial
need.

AUGUST
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection Conserve Wildlife Matching Grant
With funding from the Conserve Wildlife License Plate renewal fund, the NJDEP Division of
Fish and Wildlife’s Endangered and Nongame Species Program (ENSP) offers small matching
grants for one-year projects that advance nongame wildlife conservation and education.
Approved projects are funded on a reimbursement basis and must be located in New Jersey.
Grants are awarded every other year.
Epilepsy Foundation Research Grants Program
Supports pre-doctoral students with dissertation research related to epilepsy.

Council of Writing Program Administrators Research Grant
The Council of Writing Program Administrators invites proposals for research projects that
investigate issues and practices in writing program administration.

Paul Farmer Global Surgery Fellowship Research Fellowship
One- and two-year fellowships to further promote surgical care, education, and research
pertinent to global surgery.

American Foundation for Translation & Interpretation Student Translation Award
Grant-in-aid to a student for a literary or sci-tech translation or translation-related project. Also
includes support for attending ATA’s Annual Conference.

American Musicological Society Noah Greenberg Award
The award is intended as a grant-in-aid to stimulate active cooperation between scholars and
performers by recognizing and fostering outstanding contributions to historical performing
practices.

Thermo Fisher Scientific Antibody Scholarship Program
The scholarship is offered to graduate students in biology, chemistry, biochemistry or a related
life science field.
Golden Key International Honor Society - various awards (see website)

Doctoral Research Fellowship in Environmental Science
Supports the study, analysis and solution of environmental problems, the management and
regulation of natural resources, research and development and environmental education.

The Healthline Stronger Scholarship Program
The mission of this scholarship is to support, guide, and inspire emerging leaders of tomorrow
who can change the field of health.

Ecological Society of America Centennial Graduate Student Fellows Program
Awards for graduate students interested in fostering public understanding and appreciation
of ecological research and in encouraging pre-college students to consider research careers in
ecology.

JULY
Meredith P. Crawford Fellowship
Fellowship provides a one-time stipend to a doctoral candidate in Industrial-Organizational
Psychology.

Council on International Exchange Grants and Scholarships
Multiple awards for students who excel in academic pursuits and are devoted to specialized areas
of study as well as for students who have historically been unable to study abroad because of
financial circumstances.

Nisbet Research Award
This grant is open globally to any student, professional, or amateur and should focus on those
interested in research and conservation on terns and gulls.

Florida Chapter of the American Statistical Association Awards
Awards for student members of the Florida Chapter of the American Statistical Association.

American Society for Theater Research Thomas Marshall Graduate Student Award
Designed to encourage students to become active members of ASTR by helping them
meet the expenses of attending the ASTR annual meeting.
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American Society for Public Administration Awards
Multiple chapter and section award opportunities for public administration studies.
Acoustical Society of America
Raymond H. Stetson Scholarship in Phonetics and Speech Science - To facilitate the
research efforts of promising graduate students in phonetics and speech science.
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Leo and Gabriella Beranek Scholarship in Architectural Acoustics and Noise
Control - Supports graduate study in the fields of architectural acoustics and noise
control.

Application Timeline
Time Prior to Deadline

Task to Complete

It’s never too early to get started

Identify funding opportunities
1. Create funding search template with list
of awards that you are interested in applying
for.
2. Familiarize yourself with all parts of the
award(s) that you are pursuing (eligibility, deadline, criteria for review, application
components).
1. Start drafting application materials.

6-12 Months before the deadline

2. Identify people that can review your documents and provide feedback.
4-6 Months

2-3 Months
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3. Submit initial draft of your documents to
reviewers (faculty, mentor, the Writing Center) for feedback.
4. Review feedback, revise drafts, repeat this
process.
1. Request supplemental materials needed
(letters of recommendation, transcripts,
etc.)
2. Provide brief description of funding opportunity, criteria for review, Resume, and
Personal Statement to letter writers

1-2 Months

Follow-up with recommenders

2-3 Weeks

Review all material and submit application
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Resources

Advisors and Mentors
Faculty and Staff
The Writing Center
The Career Center
External Databases

http://www.rackham.umich.edu/funding
https://www.grad.illinois.edu/fellowship/
http://gradschool.cornell.edu/fellowships/
https://gradfund.rutgers.edu/advanced-search/

